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DUAL USE TECHNOLOGY 
IN THE DOD SPACE TEST PROGRAM 
A paper to be presented by Thomas Hagler, ANSER, to the 32nd Space Congress, Cocoa 
Beach, FI., 25-28 Apdl 1995. 
Over the past 28 years, the United States Air Force, as executive agent for the Department 
of Defense (DOD) Space Test Program (STP). has flown 359 space experiments for the Army, 
Navy, Air Force, and other DOD agencies not authorized their own means of spaceflight. These 
experiments have made significant contributions to the improvement of military technology and 
military space operations. 
This paper will provide a brief overview and objectives of the DOD Space Test Program and 
a brief discussion of selected experiments. The paper will concentrate on experiments which 
have in the past or are expected to in the future advance technologies with a dual use civilian 
application in addition to their principal military mission. 
The launch history of STP experiments from 1967 through 1994 is shown on Figure I . 
Figure 1 indicates missions per year and the number of experiments contained in each mission. 
In addition to the successful missions (338 experiments), eight missions carrying 21 experiments 
were lost either due to launch failure or failure to acquire useful data. In the process of 
conducting flight missions STP has used all available means of transportation, including 
expendable launch vehicles, the Space Shuttle, and even a balloon launch from Antarctica. 
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Figure 1 
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STP experiments generally fall into the three categories shown in Figure 2. Subsystem and 
Figure 2 
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component tests are conducted to improve the perfonnance, reliability, and survivability of space 
systems. STP has flown 78 experiments related to space subsystem development. Investigations 
of the space environment are necessary to understand the regions where many military systems 
must operate. For example many military communications systems operate through the 
ionosphere. In like manner an understanding of atmospheric density is critical to location and 
tracking of space objects. Overall, the Space Test Program has flown 194 experiments to 
understand and define the space environment. STP has conducted two types of man-in-space 
experiments. One group of experiments bas investigated human performance changes in space, 
e.g., changes in visual acuity. The other group of man-in-space experiments has explored the 
benefit of using a military man in space for military purposes. STP has flown 32 space 
experiments related to man in space. 
In addition to military applications, many of the experiments originally sponsored by the 
military R&D community and which have been flown by the DOD Space Test Program or which 
are planned for future flight have the potential for contributions to non-military use. Figure 3 
Figure 3 
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illustrates DOD's NAVSTAR Global Positioning System Satellite. As indicated on the chart the 
mission of the Global Positioning System (GPS) is to provide highly accurate worldwide 
navigational position for both DOD and civilian users. The GPS consists of 24 satellites (21 in 
use and 3 on-orbit spares) in an approximately 11,000 nautical mile circular orbit. The enabling 
technology for the GPS, the rubidium clock, was demonstrated on SfP mission P73-3 in 1974. 
Currently in orbit on a GPS satellite is an STP experiment which is demonstrating advanced 
spaccbomc atomic clock technology. It is hoped that this technology will provide the basis for 
an improved next generation navigation system. 
Since the GPS became operational it's use has exploded in the civilian community. It is 
currently in use by ships, small boats, aircraft and land vehicles, both commercial and 
recreational. One manufacturer has produced over 100,000 GPS receivers for civilian use. 
One of the significant environmental concerns of the past several years is the depletion of 
the ozone layer in the stratosphere. The concern is that the depiction of the ozone will allow 
Figure 4 
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harmful ultraviolet radiation to reach the Earth's surface. Approximately 5 years ago a Federal 
Government Committee on Environmental Impact tasked the Department of Defense to 
participate in a global environmental monitoring program. Part of the DOD participation is an 
active monitoring program being carried out by the Space Test Program to monitor ozone 
depletion. The STP ozone depletion monitoring project is described on Figure 4. One satellite 
bas been in orbit since September 1993 and has successfully monitored ozone depletion in the 
polar regions. A second satellite, currently in development, will provide an improved capability 
for the monitoring missions. In addition to ozone depletion monitoring for the Federal 
Government Task Force the Polar Ozone Aerosol Measurement (POAM) series of satellites 
provides important information directly applicable to several traditional DOD needs. Long wave 
(ULF/ELF) military communications systems, used for early warning and strategic 
communications, are dependent on regions of the ionosphere which are in turn controlled by the 
abundance of middle atmosphere constituents, particularly water vapor. Also, ozone and water 
vapor are two of the principal infrared active species at the altitude of operation of infrared space 
surveillance sensors. A high temperature superconductor technology experiment launch schedule 
and objectives are listed in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 
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This technology makes use of the zero resistance and other remarkable properties of 
superconductors to create high perfonnance sensors, electronic devices and subsystems, and 
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super~magnet based devices. The use of superconductors will provide electronic devices with a 
factor of 10 higher throughput, a factor of 100 lower power, and a factor of 10 lower weight and 
volume. Superconductors have enormous potential for civilian as well as military applications. 
The high temperature superconductor experiment planned for flight by the Space Test Program 
in 1996 will demonstrate a number of technologies critical to the use of high temperature 
superconductors including a small efficient cryocooler. As shown on the chart this experiment 
will also perform the demonstrations which will enable DOD spacecraft designers to consider use 
of high temperature superconductor technology in future operational spacecraft. This experiment 
is a cooperative program with the DOD Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARP A) and NASA 
The DOD Space Test Program has conducted a number of medical experiments in space. 
Useful results from these experiments benefit the civilian population as well as the military 
forces. One of the experiments which we have flown in the past has investigated the feasibility 
of encapsulating drugs in the zero gravity environment. Military medical researchers believe that 
an encapsulated antibiotic drug inserted in a wound area so as to continuously provide a time 
released measured amount of antibiotics to the wound will greatly aid the healing process. In 
addition, overall body effects would be minimized by eliminating current oral or injection 
technique. The reason for encapsulating the antibiotic inspace is that space manufacture offers 
the potential to provide a better, purer, more unifonn product which would make the 
encapsulation approach successful. These investigations arc continuing. 
Figure 6 illustrates the equipment for a Space Test Program experiment which 
explores changes in human tissue in the weightless environment of space. Since the early days 
of manned spaceflight it has been known that changes in human tissue and bone do occur in zero 
gravity and this fact has caused concern when considering long duration manned space missions. 
Under the current Space Test Program experiment medical researchers arc trying to correlate the 
loss of bonc·and tissue in space to the loss of bone and tissue which occur on Earth resulting 
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from accident or injury. If the bone and tissue losses on Earth and in space appear to be have 
similarities, the research on tissue in space conditions can be used to develop alternate approaches 
and to help manage bone and tissue problems on Earth. The Space Test Program has flown two 
space tissue loss experiments, which researchers have deemed highly successful, and further 
experiments are planned. 
Figure 7 illustrates the SCATHA satellite launched by the Space Test Program on mission 
P78-2 in 1979. The objective of this mission was 10 try 10 understand the phenomenon of 
spacecraft electrical charging and to devise methods of protecting spacecraft from this 
phenomenon. Spacecraft charging results from differen t potentials being built up on various 
spacecraft surfaces. The different potentials cause arcing which can damage and, in some cases, 
disable a spacecraft. The phenomenon appears much more severe in higher orbits, such as 
geosynchronous. 
Figure 7 
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experiments measured the charge on spacecraft surfaces and the conditions of th~ olasma 
surrounding the spacecraft. SCATHA operated in _i?eosynchronous orhit fnr t 2 vears and returned 
a wealth of useful data. 
The SCATHA data has provided the data base for the :m,.lysii;. "'" ,.1 .. c•rjr .. 1 rh .. nzirnz initiatP:d 
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civilian community in cenernl. 
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